Invast Global:
Helping you to trade safely and legally
Don’t get caught out. Learn about some common pitfalls to avoid.

Understand your obligations
when trading
We value our clients and want to ensure you are aware of how to trade safely
and understand your obligations when trading. You may be aware that all
trades are monitored by Invast’s trade surveillance team. Surveillance may
also be conducted by our Prime Broker and the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC).
Once you’ve opened an account
with Invast Global and are ready
to begin trading or are currently
trading with us, it’s important to
understand certain practices that
affect how trades are conducted.
In financial markets, there are laws
and regulations in place to ensure
the environment remains a fair and
open place.

The
importance
of
remaining
compliant

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC)
is the primary regulator in Australia of financial markets. ASIC is
responsible for monitoring consumers’ protection and ensuring
market integrity. In instances of breach, this is where ASIC steps
in. Section 1041 of the Corporations Act (A, B and C) relates to the
regulation, conduct and disclosure obligations of financial
services providers.

We’ve put together some highlights
on market surveillance and some of
the behaviours that constitute market
manipulation, whether it is deliberate
or accidental, we want you to trade
safely with us and not break the law
to avoid risking significant fines and
even imprisonment.

“As a trader and a client of ours, you
are under obligations to not engage
in market manipulation. Market
manipulation is taken extremely
seriously by ASIC and by us. If you
are charged and prosecuted, you face
serious civil and criminal penalties.”
Thomas Janson, Director, Head of Legal and
Compliance at Invast Global.

What is market manipulation?
Market manipulation is a broad term that encompasses many practices or
strategies that artificially influence transactions unlawfully. It refers to how a
person must not make a bid, offer, or deal in securities on an account where
they intend to create a false or misleading appearance of active trading. This
also includes creating artificial fluctuations in the price of financial products.

Why is
this
important?

Australian markets must maintain certain principles to ensure
fair and open trading. ASIC have a clear mandate to monitor and
enforce this. Should ASIC find market manipulation has occurred,
they may pursue a variety of enforcement remedies, depending
on the seriousness and consequences of misconduct. These can
include imposing criminal sanctions such as imprisonment, financial
penalties as well as civil penalties.
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Pump and dump

Common
strategies
we’ve seen
The members of our dealing desk have encountered a number of instances of market
manipulation over the course of their careers. Falling foul of ASIC regulation comes in
many forms and there have been multiple strategies developed by those attempting to
manipulate the market in their favour.

Nick Payne, Associate
Director of DMA Sales and
Execution at Invast Global

This involves coordinated moves from a group of investors
that aim to push up the value of a stock before dumping the
shares for a profit. Recently, ASIC has increased scrutiny of
this practice. Nick Payne, Associate Director of DMA Sales
and Execution at Invast Global elaborates, “Earlier this year,
ASIC posted a list of stocks that had been directly involved
in various pump and dump schemes. These stocks shared
similar characteristics; they all had low market caps, low
shares on issue and had tightly held share registers,”
explains Payne. “It was found that groups on Telegram,
Whatsapp, Twitter, and Reddit aimed and successfully
pumped up the price in these securities. One Telegram
group donned ‘ASX Pump and Dump’ was recently joined
by ASIC members and shut down in response,” says Payne.

Insider trading

“If you know something
that is not common
public knowledge that
would move the share
price, you cannot trade
on this”
Chris Barnes, Head of
Business Development at
Invast Global

The most commonly seen and well-known example is
insider trading. “This involves trading on the back of any
information or news that is not publicly available,” Chris
Barnes, Head of Business Development at Invast Global
explains, “If you know something that is not publicly known,
which would move the share price, you cannot trade on this
information, or pass the information to anyone who might”.
Acting on this insider information or telling someone else
that does trade on this information, is something ASIC
take a very harsh stance on and those convicted of doing
so facing harsh prison sentences. Barnes continues, “Our
compliance team retrospectively monitor trades made
before significant news releases to see if there is any
correlation. We take our role in being gatekeepers of safe
trading very seriously at Invast Global.”
Insider trading may be the most well-known case of
market manipulation, but multiple other tactics exist.
Slang terms have been developed for each of these.

Wash
trading

Manipulation of markets can occur at scale with several
individuals involved. Other strategies, however, can be
conducted in isolation. Wash trading is trading with yourself
essentially. For an active day trader with multiple orders in
market, this should be avoided at all costs. Barnes explains,
“Wash Trading is form of market manipulation and treated
as such by ASIC, as well as their equivalents around the
world. This is trading where there is not a genuine change
in beneficial ownership, generating an illusion that there is
far more interest and liquidity in a share than there really is
to attempt to push up a share price.”
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Spoofing

“These tactics
constitute fraudulent
behavior and should
be avoided.”
Jush Athar, Director of
DMA Sales and Execution
at Invast Global

Similar effects to wash trading, spoofing provides a
false impression to other traders of the true level of
supply and demand for a particular instrument. Jush
Athar, Director of DMA Sales and Execution at Invast
Global highlights how this is commonly implemented.
“A client may be long on a particular stock and puts in
several orders to buy that stock at a much higher price
than the current market price or add a greater quantity at
price level already being displayed. The market may see
this as an increased demand for that stock, and due to
the perceived increase in demand, the price of the stock
increases. The client then closes out their long position
at a more favorable price, then cancels their orders in the
market.”

Rumortrage

Athar notes, “These tactics constitute fraudulent behavior
and should be avoided. This can lead to a lack of
confidence in the integrity of the market. For those traders
who are caught actively manipulating the market, they can
face very hefty fines and imprisonment.”

As the name suggests, this is a combination of rumour
and arbitrage. It is a term used to describe spreading a
(usually false) rumour about a stock to inflate or deflate
its price and then trading out at a profit. For example,
a rumour causes a sharp rise in the share price and
investors scramble to buy before the deal that may have
been hinted at is announced. The individual that spread
the rumour can then sell at an artificially inflated price
for a profit.

Ramping
This commonly occurs through generating false expectations
around a company by marking the close by purchasing to
move the stock price up.

Raymond Yin, Associate
Director of DMA Sales and
Execution at Invast Global

“For example, a trader may decide to start buying into
the close in order to move the stock price up generating
false interest in the stock. As they continue to buy and
move the stock price up, other market participants may
erroneously believe that there is interest in the stock and
may follow. Following the ramp up, there is more liquidity
and interest in the stock which leads to a better price. This
gives a false impression that there is interest in the stock
and gives the ramper liquidity to exit markets,” according
to Raymond Yin from our DMA Sales and Execution team
at Invast Global.

Shaun Kraitzick, Director of
DMA Sales and Execution at
Invast Global

Investors should be very sceptical of any big
announcements dropped on social media on a Friday
as market manipulators may be attempting to generate
some buzz and momentum in a particular stock before
the market closes for the weekend.
Rumortrage is market manipulation and is illegal. “In
the age of social media and multiple trading platforms
available for traders to access, Rumortrage is a hot
topic and is taken very seriously by ASIC,” explains
Shaun Kraitzick, Director of DMA Sales and Execution at
Invast Global.
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Monitoring
by us, our
PBs and ASIC

Like all financial organisation, we are required to provide
reporting to ASIC and other regulators. In certain
instances, this will require reporting concerning our
clients’ activities. You should bear in mind that trading
activity is being monitored by Invast, our Prime Brokers
and ultimately, by ASIC, and that systems are in place
to detect, identify and analyse potential and actual
market manipulation. Invast takes a zero tolerance
approach to market manipulation and will offboard
clients suspected of market manipulation as a matter
of priority.

Indicators of manipulation
Our compliance team continually watch out for large orders just below the best
bid or above the best offer. Entering these orders on the opposite side of the
market to a genuinely executed order or cancelling when it may trade, are also
red flags.
Thomas Janson, Director, Head of Legal and Compliance at Invast Global
outlines clear indicators, “Purchasing enough volume that you may artificially
set prices is a signal that suspicious activity may be occurring. Marking the
close or layering of BIDS/ASKS to fix or shift prices can be identified by our
team. Invast Global has zero tolerance for this type of behaviour by traders and
will report suspected breaches accordingly.”

Helping you to trade
safely and legally

Tips for safe and legal trading
Traders should be aware that all their trading activity is being monitored and
traders should be aware that if they are prosecuted and convicted for any
crime, particularly for market manipulation, they will find it extremely difficult to
be onboarded and trade with other brokers in the future. In effect, their future
trading activity could be curtailed significantly.

Rod Kafer, Managing
Director at Invast Global

“Invast Global has a strong commitment to maintaining
market integrity and the high standing of Australian
markets. As an award-winning CFD broker, we endeavor
to operate in a fair and transparent manner. Our business
is trader focused with a dedication to compliance.
When working with us, you can feel confident we strive
to maintain best practice. We are a publicly listed and
licensed entity with transparency and a proven track
record over a decade long in the Australian market,”
explains Rod Kafer, Managing Director at Invast Global.
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“Invast Global” is a registered trading name of “Invast Financial Services Pty Ltd”. Invast Financial Services Pty Ltd (ABN 48 162 400
035) has an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (AFSL
No. 438283) which authorises it to carry on a financial services business in Australia. The information contained on this website is of a
general nature only. The information does not constitute advice or a recommendation to act upon the information or an offer and does
not take into account your personal circumstances, financial situation, or needs. You are strongly recommended to seek professional
advice before opening an account with us. Trading in FX and derivatives carries significant risks and it is not suitable for all investors.
You may incur a loss that is substantially greater than the amount you invested. Please read our Financial Services Guide, Product
Disclosure Statement, Target Market Determination, FX & CFD Terms & Conditions, Risk Disclosure, and other disclosure documents
on this website. You do not own, or have any interest in, the underlying asset. Fees, charges, brokerage, and commissions apply, refer
to our Fee Schedule for further details. We do not provide advice or recommend the acquisition or disposal of a CFD, and the products and services are provided on an execution-only basis. We do not provide managed discretionary account services. Invast Financial Services does not accept applications from residents of Japan or the U.S. and does not directly solicit business in Japan or the
U.S. This website is intended for persons located within Australia only and is not directed at any person in countries or jurisdictions
where the offer of such financial products is not permitted or is unlawful. © 2022 Invast Global All Rights Reserved.
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